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Information in this report that relates to exploration activity and results was compiled under the 

guidance of James Patterson who is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Geoscientists.  

Mr Patterson has sufficient experience relevant to the styles of mineralization and to the 

activities which are being reported to qualify as a Competent Person as defined by the JORC 

code, 2004.  Mr Patterson consents to the release of the information compiled in this report in 

the form and context in which it appears. 
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1. Executive Summary 

 

Genesis Resources Ltd, have held the Gladstone EPM 15771, since June 2007. It was acquired 

for the purposes of Manganese exploration over an area surrounding the old Mt Millar Manganese 

mine – a small deposit mined intermittently from 1895 to 1960. A number of smaller mine and 

occurrences also occurred within the original tenement. Exploration by Genesis has included 

geological mapping, rock chip geochemistry, Induced Polarization (IP), Airborne EM, drilling and a 

Scoping Study. The mineralisation at Mt Millar is low grade and appears to have been tested by 

drilling. Most of the other significant workings are now surrounded by housing or infrastructure. No 

other targets were generated from the geophysics or mapping campaigns. The tenement also 

abuts the growing Calliope Conservation Park. It is recommended Genesis relinquish the 

Gladstone EPM 15771. 

 

2. Introduction - Resource Authority Information 

 

The Gladstone project, EPM15771 was Granted on the 19 June 2007.  The project targets 

manganese and other minerals. The main zone of interest is the historic Mt Miller Manganese 

Mine, located about 15km west of Gladstone in Queensland (Figure 1). The project originally 

comprised one granted Exploration Licence (EPM15771) of 21 sub blocks which covered a total 

area of 63.93 km2. Three relinquishments were undertaken during 2012, 2016 and 2019.  The 

current Exploration Lease covers only 4 sub blocks for a total area of 24.35km2 (Table 1).  The 

tenement is accessed from the Dawson Highway from the Gladstone Township. The EPM area 

lies on the Rockhampton 1:250,000 Geological Sheet Series (SF56-13).  

 

Table 1: Gladstone Project - Tenement Summary 

 

Project Tenement Status Current Area Current  Granted  

  Number   Blocks (sq km) Holder Date 

Gladstone EPM15771 Relinquished 4 

24.35 Genesis 

Resources Ltd 19/06/07 

        
 

   

 

The climate of the region is sub-tropical, characterized by distinct wet and dry season.  Winters are 

warm and dry with most rain falling in the hot summer months.  The topography over the current 

tenure is dominated by densely forested steep terrain in the northern portion, with pockets of 

rainforest remaining in steeply incised gullies draining the NE and SW slopes.  The remainder of 

the area is low and undulating, either lightly wooded with dry sclerophyll forest or cleared for 

grazing purposes. 

The largest mine on the tenements controlled by Genesis was at Mount Miller.  The mine opened 

in 1895 and operated intermittently until 1916 and then from 1958 to 1960.  A total of 21,785 

tonnes of ore was mined with a grade which ranged from 71% to 75% MnO2. 
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Figure 1: Gladstone Project – Topographic/Cadastre Map, showing original tenement 
granted in 2007. 
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3. Work Program – Work Completed 
 
 
During the first year of the Licence, work was restricted to a study of open files available at the 
Department of Mines & Energy. The open file study demonstrated that there was some significant 
potential for manganese along strike and depth within the EPM area. In September 2007, Pedro 
Kastellorizos, Managing Director, Kastellco Geological Consultancy Ltd conducted a desktop study 
over the area and to recommend a detail exploration programme for the following second year of 
tenure. 
 
Also a petropyhysics studies were completed on the manganese ore and the country to conclude 
the best airborne geophysical method for delineating manganese beneath cover. In summary the 
study concluded the following: 
 
• The Electro Magnetic response is within the range of Woodie Woodie and Grooyte Island, where 
AEM has been an effective exploration tool. 
• The massive manganese has a high SG and would be a good target for gravity surveys, if the 
terrain isn't too extreme. 
• Manganese mineralisation will likely give a good IP response. 
 
During the month of October 2007, a review of re-processed and re-interpretation of magnetic data 
from the Queensland Geological Survey Database was undertaken with a site visit. This was 
conducted for the purpose of identifying exploration targets for manganese. Extensive amounts of 
magnetic targets were outlined. Several first order and second order high priority magnetic targets 
were identified which warrant extensive work as no exploration work has been carried out over 
them.  Regional Geology at Gladstone Project (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Gladstone Project – Regional Geology with Prospect Location Map 
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3.1 Rock Chip Sampling 
 
In August 2008, a brief rock chip sampling program was conducted, concentrating around the Mt 
Millar Mine area.  High grade manganese assay results were obtained and are presented in the 
Table 2 which varied from 23.3% Mn to 61.1% Mn. 
 

Table 2:  Reconnaissance Rock chip Sampling over Mt Millar - Assay Results 
 

SITE EAST NORTH Mn% Fe% Al% K% Si% P% Ca% Mg% 

Mt. Miller 1 314453 7357061 26.3 4.33 0.472 0.769 22.8 0.0449 0.082 <0.006 

Mt. Miller 2 314453 7357061 58.7 0.926 1.01 2.14 0.978 0.0877 0.038 <0.006 

Mt. Miller 4 314453 7357061 23.3 5.78 1.125 0.27 22.8 0.0658 <0.007 <0.006 

Mt. Miller 5 314453 7357061 60.5 0.705 1.02 2.38 0.829 0.0826 0.024 <0.007 

Mt. Miller 6 314453 7357061 61.1 0.197 0.799 1.815 0.125 0.1315 <0.008 <0.007 

 
 

3.2 Mapping 
 
In September 2008, detail geological mapping was conducted by R. Russell to map the area 
surrounding the old Mt. Miller manganese mine.  The mapping outlined two major and two minor 
occurrences of manganese. They are as follows: 

 

a) A north-south trending jaspilite outcrop diverges from the major north-northwest trending 
quartzite ridge in the southwest of the area and extends northward for at least 200m (‘A’, Figure 
3). A shear zone extends along the eastern side of the outcrop and the eastern part of the 
outcrop contains manganese in vughs and along internal slickensides.  The unit dips to the west. 
It is recommended that drilling from this direction should be carried out to test the mineralisation 
within the unit and particularly on the shear zone on the eastern side of the jaspilite. Further 
detailed mapping is recommended, particularly to the north of the outcrop. 

 
b) A north-south trending jaspilite outcrop containing minor manganese mineralisation extends for 

about 100 metres immediately to the north of the Mt. Miller mine site (‘B’, Figure 3). The 
manganese is in vughs and along minor slickensides in the jaspilites. The dip is difficult to 
measure as the outcrop is poor but the unit is thought to be sub-vertical. Further detailed 
mapping followed by drilling is recommended here. 

 

c) A minor manganese show was recorded at ‘c’ (Figure 3) to the west of the mine. This 
occurrence represents a single large jaspilite floating boulder with manganese staining. Outcrop 
could not be found in the vicinity. However, further examination of the area, particularly along the 
main northeast trending fault which runs close to the occurrence, should be carried out.  A 
further minor manganese show was recorded at  ‘d’ on the south western flank of the main ridge 
in the south of the area. A quartzite floating boulder contains manganese stains and vugh fillings.  
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Figure 3: Fact Geology Outlining Manganese Mineralisation proximal to Mt Millar 
Mine 

 
 
3.3 IP Survey 
 
Resource Potentials were engaged by Western Desert Resources Ltd (WDR) and Genesis 
Resources Ltd to assist in the planning, implementation, processing and interpretation of an 
orientation induced polarisation (IP) survey to be conducted over the Mt Miller manganese project.  
The survey was carried out by Zonge Engineering and Research Organisation (Zonge) from 19th 
August to the 2nd September 2008 (Appendix 1).   
 

Four lines of Pole-Dipole Induced Polarisation were completed over the historical Mt Miller 
Manganese mine and surrounds to delineate possible extensions of the manganese mineralisation at 
depth and along strike from the old workings.  All lines highlighted shallow anomalies of which some 
can be correlated to the mapped position of the remnant manganese mineralisation at Mt Miller. 
Additional shallow anomalies were also detected along strike and may represent extensions to Mt 
Miller mineralisation under cover.  The chargeability values associated with these anomalies were 
moderate and ranged from 10 to 15msec, with the strongest response on the southern most line 
7356900N approximately 150m to the south of the Mt Miller main shaft.  
 
No anomalies representing deeper extensions of the manganese mineralisation at Mt Miller below 
75m from surface were detected in this survey. This may be due to a combination of the terrain and 
deep groundwater depth limiting the effectiveness of the technique to delineate deeper sources of 
manganese mineralisation. Refer Figure 4 for Mt Miller chargeability inversion results with 
reconnaissance geological. 
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Figure 4: Mt Miller chargeability inversion results with reconnaissance geology 
 
The manganiferous outcrop and coincident IP anomalies represent the first round of priority drill 
targets towards defining a manganese resource at Mt Millar.  Refer Figure 5:   Solid Geology & 
Proposed Drilling.  As part of the joint venture with Western Desert Resources Ltd (ASX: WDR),  
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Figure 5:   Solid Geology & Proposed Drilling 

 
 

 
In March 2009, Genesis Resources contracted Mr. Alf Gillman of Odessa Resources (resource 
specialists) to complete a 3D model of the existing data over Mt Millar.  Based on the 3D Model 
an approximation of the tonnage was calculated (non-JORC) of the remaining ore.  The total 
amount of ore remaining is over 206,000t with the mineralisation still open at depth. Note, a 
review of this model by SRK suggested the numbers were highly optimistic. 
 
High zone (less stopes):   15,064m3 x 4.2 SG is approx 63,268.80t of High grade   
Low grade                       44,637m3 x 3.2 SG is approx 142,838.40t of Low grade  
 
Refer Figure 6: 3D Model Outlining Manganese Mineralisation over Mt Millar Mine. 
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Figure 6: 3D Model Outlining Manganese Mineralisation over Mt Millar Mine 

 
 
 
3.4 Drilling 
 
The drilling programme was designed to test the extent of Manganese left in the Mt Miller mine 
area.  A number of drill holes were also planned, based on IP geophysical data collected over the 
area.  Onsite reconnaissance work was conducted in December 2008 to locate the targets 
indicated by the IP data.  Due to the rugged terrain and access issues it was determined that only 
5 of the original 15 sites chosen from the IP data would possibly be accessible. 

 

During the drilling programme a total of 290.4 mm fell over the Gladstone area.  The wettest 24 
hour period was 139.2 mm on February 10-11.  This caused disruption to the programme over 
three 12 hour shifts as the tracks to the drilling site became too slippery & boggy to allow safe 
access for all personnel and the shear amount of rain caused conditions under foot on the drilling 
pad to become unsafe. 
 

A contour survey was conducted in October 2008 over the old Mt Miller mine site.  This survey 
excluded survey positioning of the mine shafts.  This survey was conducted by Fredriksen 
Maclean & Associates. 
 
A follow up survey of the mine site, including updated contours, positioning of mine shafts & actual 
drill hole locations was carried out on Friday March 6, 2009 by Fredriksen Maclean & Associates 
following completion of the drilling programme. 
 

 
The tenement area was visited in January 2009 to survey proposed drill sites based on previous 
reconnaissance work, and old mine plans & drawings.  A total of 5 holes were pegged with the 
sixth to be positioned after ground levelling was completed.  The site was also visited by a 
representative of the EPA at this time so that our Environmental Authority Application could be 
approved. 
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Due to rig availability for the tightness of the area, it was determined that a diamond drill rig would 
be used for this project.  It was noted however that even this rig may find access a little tight at 
some locations especially at site 2 where an additional metre of the cliff face was cut back to make 
more room. 
 
Six diamond holes were completed by Titeline Drilling P/L, using a Sandvik UDR 200DLS rig, 
between February 8th and March 2nd, 2009 (23 days), with a total depth of 640.9 metres drilled 
Table 3 and Appendix 2). 
 

Table 3:  Completed DDH over Mt Millar Manganese Prospect 
 

Hole 
Name 

Survey 
Easting 

Survey 
Northing 

Depth 
(m) 

Dip 
(˚) 

Azimuth (˚ 
MN) 

Azimuth 
(˚TN) 

GLDDH1A 314461.45 7357109.21 99.4 -65 240 250 

GLDDH1B 314463.48 7357110.02 150.7 -75 240 250 

GLDDH2A 314456.02 7357038.83 44.3 -60 240 250 

GLDDH2B 314455.53 7357040.55 150.2 -85 240 250 

GLDDH3 314457.47 7357022.15 100 -85 195 205 

GLDDH4 314456.9 7357118.89 96.3 -50 280 290 

 

The first hole, GLDDH1A, was drilled to a depth of 99.4 metres, and the second hole, GLDDH1B, 
was drilled to a depth of 150.7 metres.  The third hole drilled was GLDDH4, to a depth of 96.3 
metres.  These holes were on the northern drill pad.  
 
On the southern drill pad, hole GLDDH2A was drilled to 44.3 metres, cut short from the targeted 
50 metres due to hitting a 3.2 metre stope (or equivalent) at the 41.1 metre mark.  Hole GLDDH2B 
was drilled to a depth of 150.2 metres and the last hole, GLDDH3, was drilled to a depth of 100 
metres.   
 
A very brief summary of drill holes at Mt Miller, QLD; 

 
GLDDH1A a couple of mineralisation zones present between 25.6 – 34.4m and 59.8 - 

60.4m.  These do not all show large concentrated Manganese but is 
occasionally disseminated throughout bar a few minor patches...  Hole depth 
99.4m 

 
GLDDH1B a zone around 55.4 – 62.9 shows some mineralization.  Hole depth 150.7m 
 
GLDDH2A zones of weak mineralization at 16-22m, 34-41m with stronger mineralization 

around 37m.  Core to 41.1m, hole to 44.3m as hit 3.2m ?stope 
 
GLDDH2B a zone mineralization at 18-20m, disseminated pyrite at various intervals.  

Hole depth 150.2m 
 
GLDDH3 some veining of Manganese & Iron present, some graphitic areas and pyrite 

present.  Hole depth 100m 
 
GLDDH4 a few zones of weak mineralization at 37.8-38m, 41-44m & 61-78m but mainly 

as veining and on fracture surfaces.  Some disseminated pyrite also deeper in 
hole.  Hole depth 96.3m. 
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The majority of drill holes have drilled into, through or up to the target zone of the ore body as 
indicated by the underground levels. Assay results were disappointing with no major Mn intercepts 
recorded. 
 
Considering access restrictions at ground level, the rugged terrain surrounding the mine site, 
approximation of positioning of the old plans, both for underground level plans and sections based 
on the initial contour plan, and rig size and spacing requirements the objectives of the programme 
have been achieved on most counts.  Although visual analysis of the mineralization within the core 
is disappointing we have achieved objectives to test extent and further reserves of ore in the mine 
area within the constraints provided. 

 

In March 2010, Hilmac Pty Ltd was commissioned to conduct reconnaissance mapping and 

geological sampling for the purpose of extracting between 5,000 and 10,000t for metallurgical 

purposes (Appendix 3). 

Geological traverses were conducted over the three target areas and samples collected of 

manganese mineralisation.  In parts the exposures in the North Eastern and South Western areas 

consisted of jasperites which sometimes contained manganese stains or thin veins. In cases a 

breccia of manganese, silica and ironstone were observed, perhaps indicating a crushed zone.  

No outcrops of manganese mineralisation suitable for direct extraction were found.  Several 

dozen old test pits were encountered and usually revealed that there was no substantial 

manganese mineralisation in those positions. The pits were up to 3m wide and possibly a metre 

deep.  

An “in the field” preliminary estimation of manganese ore remaining in the unworked areas of the 

Mount Miller mine concluded that very little tonnage remained above the Stopes at a level that 

would be easy to excavate.  A run of ore from the Mullock shaft to the Northern Stope and shaft 

was estimated to be about 1,500 tonnes.  

A hidden volume of ore was visualised to occur in the volume south of the Winding Shaft under 
and old dray track. The height above the pad level outside the main opening was measured at 
15.5 m and the projected length of the ore underneath the old dray track was 25 m. The maximum 
width was assumed to be about the size of the dray track and similar to the exposed manganese 
in the drives. it is suggested that several costeans would be required to test the existence of your 
body under the old track. Subsequent reading of other reports, namely Canavan (1940), casts 
doubt on the quality of the ore in that volume. No tonnage estimate is given.  
 

3.5 VTEM Survey 
 

A VTEM survey was completed by Geotech Airborne Pty Ltd in December 2010, using a VTEM 
Max system. Line spacing was of 100m, with a receiver height of 40m. A total of 209 line-km were 
flown (Figure 7 & Appendix 4). A summary report completed in May 2011 by Nigel Cantwell 
(Resource Potentials Pty Ltd) for Genesis Resources Ltd (Cantwell, 2011 (Appendix 5)). Total 
magnetic intensity was also recorded (Figure 8). 
 
Unfortunately, no distinct VTEM responses are associated with the known Mn occurrences, 
including Mt Miller. Weak CDI anomalies can however be interpreted from the data. Those 
anomalies have the potential to represent zones of weak conductivity associated with Mn 
mineralisation.  
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Figure 7: VTEM survey location and partial data showing anomalies. 
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Figure 8: VTEM anomalies on TMI survey 
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3.6 DGPS-located survey 
 
A detailed DGPS-located survey of Mount Miller Mine, by a Gladstone-based surveyor, facilitated 
an accurate interpretation of the surface and underground mine environment and the development 
of a 3D model for drilling and planning purposes (Figure 9).  
 

 
 

Figure 9: 3D model showing topography, underground model of the Mt Miller mine, and 
existing (blue) and planned (yellow and green) drill holes. 

 
 
Field work consisted of a geological study of the Mount Miller Mine to provide a basis for the 
planned drilling program.  
 
Observations showed that the Mt Miller manganese body is surrounded by deformed pelitic 
sediments with pervasive silica alteration and localized clay alteration (supposedly kaolinite). 
The main orientation of the manganese body is that of the host rock stratigraphy (N-S), 
however manganese body and host rock stratigraphy are not concordant. Brecciation within 
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the manganese ore body and a slightly angular relationship with the host rock may indicate a 
hydrothermal origin to the mineralisation.  
 
Using the government historical manganese mineral occurrences database, other 
occurrences of manganese were sought in the area, but without success. 
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Figure 10: Summary Geology and sample locations on topography. 
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Fourteen samples (Sample No: G00105 – G00118) were taken from the Mount Miller Mine 
area, including rock and soil samples, and assayed for 23 elements. Soil samples were 
taken in several places on the known mineralisation area and in the areas surrounding it, in 
order to test the potential of soil sampling to make new discoveries of mineralisation. The 
results are promising.  
 
Sample G00107 presented an anomalously high concentration of gold (>10ppm). It has been 
re-assayed and only a small concentration of gold was found (7ppb). The high gold 
concentration is interpreted as being laboratory contamination. 
 
All cores from the 2009 drilling campaign were re-logged. The lithology principally consists of 
pelitic sediments, hardened and silicified (chert). Minor altered volcanics and dolerite were 
also found.  
 
Due to the difficulty in determining with precision the lithology and the sedimentary or 
volcanic nature of parts of the core, samples sent for petrological examination. Results 
showed that most samples are of silicified sedimentary nature; however volcaniclastic 
sediments are also part of the stratigraphy. 
 
Intervals with visible sulphides that were not previously assayed were sampled and assayed 
for a wide suite of elements (34 elements), especially in order to check the potential 
presence of gold associated with pyrite. The results are disappointing. 
 
The specific gravity and magnetic susceptibility of core were also recorded, as much as a 
measurement per meter when convenient. The dataset obtained should enable precise 
modelling of future gravity or magnetic geophysical surveys.  

 

3.7 Scoping Study 

 
Golder Associates were contracted to assess and report on available resource information 
and to consider mining options for Mt Miller (Jones, S. and Proudman, A. 2011 (Appendix 6). 
A précis of their report follows. 
 
General 

 Manganese production -from historical underground development. 

 Resources and Reserves -historical mining occurred in 1895-1903, 1915-16, 1958-
60. It is estimated that approximately 20,000 bcm of high grade and 44,000t of low 
grade manganese were mined. 

 The amount of remaining ore in the underground workings is uncertain.  

 The historical presence of mineable grade ore and the unknown potential for 
extensions of mineralisation at depth and along strike suggests this area is a 
potential target for further drilling 

 

A brief reconnaissance program was undertaken by consultant geologist, Jon Poulsen, 
accompanied by James Patterson, Exploration Manager, during May 2014.  
 
Several days were spent on a brief geological reconnaissance of the immediate Mt Miller 
Mine area during September 2014 attempting to locate other recorded manganese 
mines/occurrences within the tenement, refer Figure 11 for historic mine locations and Table 
4. A number of manganese occurrences are recorded in the open file mineral occurrence 
data set.   
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     Table 4. Recorded Mn Occurrences and Mines – EPM 15771 Area 

Name Easting Northing Operational 
Ore Mined 
(Tonnes) 

Mount Miller 314281 7356816 1896 - 1960 21,785 

Reid's 313006 7361074 1904 20 

Reid  & Morgan's 313106 7357244 1897- 1900 185 

Gardiner's 320555 7345074   0 

Torbeck's 315805 7352074   5 

Cairncross 321305 7347874 1882 - 1900 45 

Shaw & Morris 
Claim 317805 7349074 1901- 1903 37 

 
Despite several days of searching at the recorded co-ordinates and surrounds no workings 
or significant manganese mineralisation was observed at any of the locations outside the Mt 
Miller Mine. At the time of the reconnaissance grass cover was extremely thick and high 
obscuring outcrop.  
 
The recorded mineral location data for Mt Miller was also noted to give a position 
approximately 350m southwest of the actual mine site (handheld GPS recording GDA94 
Zone 56 datum). It can be assumed that the other recorded locations may also give errors in 
location of several hundred metres from the actual occurrences. 
 
The Reid’s Mine location may now lie beneath or within the easement of the recently 
constructed Aurizon rail container yard or rail loop. Torbeck’s mine appears to lie close to the 
tenement boundary in an area that has recently been subdivided for semi-rural housing 
development. 
 
 

                     Table 5. Variation between mineral location and GPS coordinates 

Mine Min Loc East Min Loc Nth GDA94_East GDA94_North 

Mt Miller 314281 7356816 314446 7357060 
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 Figure 11: Historic Mine Locations 
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On the 16 May 2017, Genesis Resources Ltd lodged a Notice of Withdrawal of Mining Lease 
Application 80166.  The Company had determined not to progress the ML Application at this 
time, and accordingly wished to abandon the ML Application in full, under section 307 of the 
Mineral Resources Act 1989.  The Notice of Withdrawal was accepted on the 18 May 2017. 

 

Genesis relinquished 3 of 7 sub-blocks on the 16 April 2019.  There are 4 sub-blocks 

remaining. 

 
3.8 Reconnaissance Mapping 
 
Reconnaissance mapping was carried out during the quarter ending 30 September 2019.   A 
small pit of manganese was discovered to the southwest of Mt Millar. A small outcrop of 
quartz breccia was also discovered to the west of the Mt Millar mine. This was assayed for 
Au and base metals with no significant results.  Refer Figure 12 for EPM15771 
Reconnaissance mapping September quarter 2019. 
 

 

Figure 12: EPM15771 Reconnaissance mapping September quarter 2019. 
  
 

On the 21 October 2019, Genesis agreed to exercise/exclude the portion of EPM15771 
that overlies Lot 3 on Plan SP233611 to facilitate the inclusion of the area into the 
protected area estate Calliope Conservation Park.  Refer to Figure 13 showing the 
Parcel SP233611 added to the Calliope Conservation Park. 
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Figure 13: Calliope Conservation Park addition. 

 

4. Conclusions 

4.1 Expenditure Statement – Lodged separately  

4.2 Reason for Surrender 

Genesis Resources Ltd, have held the Gladstone EPM 15771, since June 2007. It was 

acquired at a time when it was thought that manganese demand in China would increase. .A 

number of programs have been undertaken during the 14 year tenement history. 

Geophysical programs failed to generate any new targets. Drilling programs failed to 

intersect and significant manganese at Mt Millar. The SRK review of the no-JORC Compliant 

resource at Mt Millar suggests the Exploration Target there is highly optimistic. Most of the 

other historical manganese workings are now close to housing or infrastructure or could not 

be located. The tenement is now only 4 sub-blocks and part of this is shared with a new and 

expanding conservation park. 

It is recommended that the tenement by relinquished. 

 


